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But beware. Anger, fear, aggression. The dark side are they. Once you start 
down the dark path, forever will it dominate your destiny. - Yoda

If you would convince a man that he does wrong, do right. But do not care to 
convince him. Men will believe what they see. Let them see. - Henry David 
Thoreau

May those who love us love us. And those who don’t love us– may God turn
their hearts. And if He cannot turn their hearts, may He turn their ankles, so
that we may know them by their limping. - Keeping Faith

fallible humanbe... Post #320

Advanced Member

Group: Members
Posts: 441
Joined: 10-August 06
From: Madison, WI
Member No.: 2,058
Gender: m 

Fran,

If the IRS is so concerned that major misdeeds have been done, why 

is the "investigation" on hiatus? Interesting that the investigator is 

out on maternity leave and they haven't put anyone else in charge. 

Doesn't seem to be very high on their priority list now does it?

- FHB 
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QUOTE(appletree @ Mar 8 2008, 11:58 PM) 

Yes, I'm sure that's it. All 140 people at 3abn made up negative 

remarks about Linda totally on purpose, hoping that somehow, 

each individual's remarks would get to Danny and their jobs would 

be safe. 

Sorry, I was there when Linda was. I mixed with the workers, 

especially production. I heard and saw first hand what they 

thought of her, her ideas, and her treatment of anyone under her.

This was way before the split.

How come other people that I'm told the staff talked about haven't 

been given the same treatment?

Pickle Post #329
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QUOTE(fallible humanbeing @ Mar 8 2008, 11:28 PM) 

If the IRS is so concerned that major misdeeds have been done, 

why is the "investigation" on hiatus? Interesting that the 

investigator is out on maternity leave and they haven't put anyone 

else in charge.

Was it a boy or a girl?

I noticed that that Congressman from out west whose family 

business got raided by the FBI last April wasn't indicted until 

recently. Therefore, how much time would need to go by before we 

can breathe easier?
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I forgot to ask you, FHB, why did Attorney Hayes tell Magistrate

Judge Hillman on Friday during our hearing that there was no IRS 

criminal investigation going on if you know so much about it as to 

know that the investigator is out on maternity leave?
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